The dilemma posed by the appareriUy irreconcilable 7 and e decay modes, This method has an important advantage over that basedon measuring the ratio of the backwrd and forward decay rates with no magnetic field In that the value of a0 UCRL3003 obtained is indepondentof many iretrumental asymmetries. Furthermo'e difforences between the backward and forward decay ratee can be ucd to determine any remaining me trumental asymmetries.
The reeufts of the experiment are contained in Fige 3 and 4; The valluets Of.
deduced from theec reeufte are given in Table I given in TIMel. . .
As an addftionat check on our observed effects, we measured the backward and forward rates of the postrons with no magnetic field on the precessor (see Fig 5 Were, in addition, to making a geometrical correction, we must increase the 
To be detected, the positron from a. p. meson decaying at the center of the processor must have a minimum range of 9 g of aluminum, corresponding to a minimum average positron energy of about 25 Mev. This is almoaL the same energy discrimination as that in the Columbia Groups experiment on the r -p. -e decay ch&in, 6 They.found a 0.305 * 0.033 for positrons of range : . 9.3 g/cm 2 carbon..,' The theoretical value of a may be found by integrating the electron spectrum given byLee and Yang above the minimum energy,. and is 0.43 P. Hero theor is the coupUng.mixture parameter of Lee and Yang, and P is the fractional poRarizition of the V meson in K decay. If we assume that the p. meson is p.2 . Table I Asymmetry of K-.t-e decay.
UCRL-8003
N (0) Magnetic field of 25 gauss in precessor. 
